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Overview (1)

❖ What other Good Films and TVs can tell us about ideas and moving pictures
❖ Why are there so few Pro-Liberty or Pro-Free Market Films and TV Shows?

❖ The Long History of Popularising Economics in Print
❖ The “Rhetoric” and “Aesthetics” of Economics and Liberty
❖ Is the problem with the filmmakers? Or is it with the content?
❖ Showing Positives vs. Negatives

❖ The Four Challenges in “Filming Freddie”
❖ (1) The Challenge of Filming a Revolution
❖ (2) The Challenge of Making Ideas about Liberty interesting to the lay person
❖ (3) The Challenge of Making Freddie interesting (to non-economists)
❖ (4) The Challenge of Showing Markets at Work



Overview (2)

❖ Some Specific Thoughts about “Filming Freddie”
❖ It is hard to make a bad looking film with 1848 Paris as the 

backdrop
❖ The Problem of Violence
❖ The Problem of Turning Invisible Ideas into Visible Action
❖ The Problem of Sex and Romantic Attraction
❖ The Problem of getting to know and liking Freddie



Breaking and Fixing “Broken Windows”



Warren Beatty, Reds (1981)



Why are there so few Pro-Liberty or Pro-Free Market Films 
and TV Shows?

❖ Long History of Popularising Economics in Print
❖ Bastiat, Henry Hazlitt, Milton Friedman
❖ Don Boudreaux & many other bloggers

❖ The “Rhetoric” and “Aesthetics” of Economics and 
Liberty
❖ verbal: McCloskey, The Rhetoric of Economics 

(1985)
❖ visual: Phrygian cap, Marianne, Statue of 

Liberty; but not filmic
❖ “Images of Power and Liberty” at the OLL

Atlas collapses under the 
weight of a dreadful film (2011)



Delacroix, “Liberty leading the People on the 
Barricade (1830)



Where does the Problem lie?

❖ Is the problem with the filmmakers?
❖ filmmakers have traditionally been hostile to 

free market ideas
❖ have filmmakers with pro-market ideas just 

been bad filmmakers?
❖ Or is it with the content?

❖ filming peace and prosperity is intrinsically 
boring: lack of conflict and drama

❖ is is better dramatically to film a 
“negative” (absence of liberty) than a 
“positive” (free markets are good)

Stanley Kubrick, 
“Spartacus” (1960)



Filming Positives vs. Negatives

❖ absence of free markets, presence of black 
markets (The Hunger Games), e.g alcohol 
prohibition (The Untouchables), drug war/
prohibition  (The French Connection)

❖ absence of peace, great tradition of anti-war films 
(AQWF, MASH, Catch-22)

❖ absence of justice, e.g. false imprisonment, police 
brutality, corruption of justice system, tax 
rebellions (Gandhi and salt tax), slavery (Spartacus, 
Amazing Grace, Birth of a Nation)

❖ dystopias are usually more interesting and 
moving than depictions of utopias (1984, The 
Prisoner)

❖ Important role played by black humour, satire; 
mocking power, corruption, hypocrisy, stupidity 
(Catch-22, Yes, Minister, MASH, Dr. Strangelove)



The Four Challenges in “Filming Freddie”

❖ The Challenge of Filming a Revolution
❖ The Challenge of Making Ideas about Liberty 

interesting to the lay person
❖ The Challenge of Making Freddie interesting (to 

non-economists)
❖ The Challenge of Showing Markets at Work



(1) The Challenge of Filming a Revolution

❖ very (too?) expensive to make; buildings, roads, 
costumes

❖ “old Paris” no longer exists - the customs and 
military walls around Paris

❖ sheer cost of recreating this (CGI)
❖ the problem of recreating crowd scenes
❖ how much background knowledge do viewers 

need in order to make sense of the chaos and 
complexity of revolution

Meissonier, “A barricade in 
June 1848”



A Barricade on rue Saint Martin (Feb. 1848)



The Fortifications of Paris (1841-44)



The Storming the Chamber of Deputies (May 1848)



(2) The Challenge of Making Ideas about Liberty interesting 
to the lay person

❖ How much background knowledge do 
viewers need in order to make sense of the 
ideological conflict going on before them?

❖ The problem of “speechifying” and boring 
the viewer.

❖ The need to make ideological conflict 
personal not abstract and theoretical.

❖ friends/lovers/family on opposite 
sides to a conflict

❖ threading together personal conflict, 
political conflict, violence, and ideas as 
the motive behind it all

Paris Peace Congress (August 
1849)



(3) The Challenge of Making Freddie interesting  
(to non-economists)

❖ Do good movies have to have violence and sex? 
What if FB had no love life? Do we invent one for 
him?

❖ What if economists and historians are essentially 
boring people?

❖ Politicians on the other hand are predators and 
murderers (House of Cards)

❖ Do good movies have to have a likable main 
character?

❖ What is Bastiat’s “save the cat” moment?



(4) The Challenge of Showing Markets at Work (1)

❖ Can economic ideas be depicted in a visual 
medium like film? 

❖ Two early attempts to create an illustrated 
version of two important CL books:

❖ the illustrated Bastiat’s The Law (FEE, late 
1940s)

❖ the illustrated Hayek’s The Road to Serfdom 
in Cartoons (Readers; Digest, 1945)

❖ A more recent attempt: the Keynes/Hayek Rap 
video byJohn Papola, Fear the Boom and Bust 
(2010)



(4) The Challenge of Showing Markets at Work (2)

❖ buying and selling stuff peacefully in markets is 
essentially boring (to watch)

❖ only interesting when they don’t work or are prevented 
from working (by the state)

❖ showing markets at work indirectly
❖ as constant background of economic activity to 

what is “really” happening
❖ show onscreen how FB went about popularising 

economic ideas
❖ singing banned political songs in goguettes - “Les 

Contrebandiers”
❖ show him acting out his little stories and plays out 

in his apartment or at the salons before he writes 
them down formally

Béranger, “The Smugglers”



Some Specific Thoughts about “Filming Freddie”

❖ It is hard to make a bad looking film with 1848 
Paris as the backdrop

❖ The Problem of Violence
❖ The Problem of Turning Invisible Ideas into Visible 

Action
❖ The Problem of Sex and Romantic Attraction
❖ The Problem of getting to know and liking Freddie



Paris in Revolution in 1848

❖ The violence of the 1848 Revolution
❖ public demonstrations violently 

suppressed by troops
❖ barricades in streets of Paris; troops 

using artillery
❖ violence by socialists against the 

economists’ Club de la Liberté du travail
❖ invasion, attempted coup in Chamber in 

May 1848; Bastiat defends Louis Blanc



The Problem of Depicting Violence

❖ Showing “everyday violence” of state 
regulation

❖ illegal political meetings busted up by 
police - the outdoor political banquets of 
1847, and goguettes

❖ customs inspectors; customs wall, octrois 
gates

❖ conscripts into army; used to build 
Thiers’ wall; ring of forts around Paris

❖ chasing and arresting smugglers
❖ health inspectors harassing prostitutes
❖ courtroom drama: trial and conviction of 

workers who formed union



The Problem of Turning Invisible Ideas into Visible Action

❖ temptation is to have too much talking as the way 
to transmit ideas; “speechifying”

❖ need to show conflict either arising out of the 
conflict between people with opposing ideas; to 
show the ideas as the driving force of the action

❖ big public meetings which were contentious and 
provoked some violence in retaliation

❖ free trade meetings with 2,000 people in huge 
halls

❖ Peace Congress meeting
❖ the “poster wars” on the streets of Paris: socialists 

pulling down their posters and trashing their 
books and newspapers

❖ the CL’s political club force to close; beaten up by 
communist thugs



The Problem of getting to know and liking Freddie

❖ His personal idiosyncrasies and radicalism make 
him interesting as a person

❖ clothes, accent; ironic, mocking, “Rabelaisian” 
(GdM) wit; anger at injustice

❖ star of two Paris salons; chance to show off 
his wit, musical skills

❖ dramatic opposition with socialists in street 
and in Chamber

❖ considerable drama and conflict in his personal life
❖ dying of incurable cancer, race against time 

to achieve something; 
❖ struggling to give major speech in Chamber 

with a failing voice
❖ my “save the cat” moment in the film



The Problem of Sex and Romantic Attraction

❖ There was no sex we know of, but 
some flirtation with a wealthy 
woman who ran a Paris salon 
(Hortense Cheuvreux)

❖ unrequited love is hinted at
❖ imagine poster for remake: Bastiat 

posing provocatively for his new 
film “The Law”



Coming to a cinema near you! 
The new French sensation of stage and screen, Frédéric Bastiat,  

in the sequel to his blockbuster film “Broken Windows”, 
the Biggest Hit of 1850 - “THE LAW” !!!




